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1. In your 16-17 program review update, you reflected on your program’s contributions to 
the College’s overall goal of improving student success. You identified strategies and 
activities your program planned to engage in to address this goal. Please describe your 
program’s progress over the past academic year.  

* a. What is the status of the project/activities/program improvements?  

In the 2016/17 Program Review, we explained that the History Program's Retention Rate of 

85% and the Success Rate of 69% represented an improvement over the rates of preceding 

years.  While we reaffirmed our commitment to making teaching/learning relation vital so 

that students may raise their levels of performance and further advance toward 

meeting their educational goals, we stated that, since we do not control all the variables in 

student enrollment in our courses, for which there are no prerequisites, setting a goal for 

increasing our success rate to meet a stated college goal of 74% was not a reasonable 
expectation.  

History faculty in our program practice their craft with a commitment to advancing student 

learning.  To that end, in 2016/17 we identified factors, summarized briefly here, 
that arguably contribute to student retention and success: 

(1) Discipline faculty keep abreast of their respective fields and sub fields of 

specialization to assure that their curriculum is current and that their instruction is 
excellent; 

(2) The addition of two new tenure-track US historians has enhanced student access 

to their instructors beyond the level that adjuncts they have replaced generally are 
able to meet; 

(3) Faculty will encourage students to access on-campus tutoring, when appropriate; 

(4) Faculty promote student use of appropriate counseling and academic support 

services, as well as the Student Health Service; 

(5) Faculty teaching online are encouraged to participate in Social Sciences 
Department workshops on online instruction; 



(6) Assistant Professor Michael Cox would promote the new club which he sponsors, 
the First Nations Scholars Club for students interested in Native American issues. 

On all of these fronts, during this past academic year (2016/17) and now proceeding well on 

into the 2017/18 academic year, history faculty have worked to improve their instruction 

and contribute to improving student performance.  Examples:  

(A) Our historians are active in reading and writing within the discipline, which 

activities promote insights that they infuse into their teaching. One colleague attended 
a Summer National Humanities Institute Summer Institute in Roman history.  

(B) While we often interact spontaneously to discuss subject matter or approaches to 

teaching, during the current academic year, we are scheduling some optional 

meetings which will allow the historians (both tenure-line and adjunct), to share the 

ideas more systematically.  The hiring of our new US historians has energized us in 

this regard.  Assuming that we will have two new world historians on the faculty, 

starting in Fall 2018, we envision continuing this activity.  

(C) The history faculty--both tenure-line and adjunct--continue to participate in Social 

Sciences Occasional Lectures series, both as presenters and audience 

participants.  This series features speakers from our faculty ranks and beyond 

addressing research topics relating to the Social Sciences.  The presentations spark 

cross-disciplinary conversation, with the potential of contributing insights into our 
scholarship and instructional activities.  

(D) The history faculty, both adjunct and tenure-line, maintain regular office hours for 

conferring with students; meanwhile tenure-line faculty often meet with students even 

outside of posted hours, both in formal and informal settings.  Meanwhile, the 

historians express concern that the college writing/tutorial center does not have 

dedicated history tutors and that, in some cases reportedly, writing tutors who focus 

on English composition, are not familiar with the kinds of essay writing we expect of 

our students.  

(E) Department Chair John Crocitti is exploring ways of enhancing the relationship 

between the History Program and Counselor Raul Rodriguez, the Counseling 

Department's liaison to the Social Sciences Department.  We anticipate that this 

new connection will facilitate communication about our students' preparation, 

performance, obstacles, and educational plans, relative to our curricular 

offerings.  Meanwhile, Raul Rodriguez has agreed to help Crocitti, during enrollment 

periods, in informing fellow counselors of open history sections for their reference 
when advising students. 

(F) We continue to offer workshops for faculty in the Social Sciences Department who 

offer history sections online.  Most of those history instructors are adjuncts, though 

two are tenure-line faculty.  These workshops are designed to discuss strategies for 

promoting student learning and to troubleshoot problems colleagues encounter 
teaching in the online mode. 

(G) Assistant Professor Michael Cox continues to work with a small number of 

students who have joined the First Nations Scholars Club, now in its second year of 

existence.  This builds awareness of his courses on Native American history and 
provides students a context for engagement in the history program. 



(H) Assistant Professor Gloria Kim is the founding faculty advisor of the Mesa 

Women's Alliance Student Club, established in January 2017.  She also is a co-founder 

and trainer for the LGBTQ Safe Zone Project at Mesa.  These undertakings familiarize 

students with the offerings of the History Program and offer support for their 
academic endeavors. 

(I) The Social Sciences Department currently is polling all students enrolled in sections 

of our classes to determine their preferences on scheduling of classes.  The intent is to 

gain insights that will facilitate better alignment for the offering of our sections with 

the times that students are available...at least at this moment in time.   The results of 

the polling being applied to making changes has the potential to improve student 

retention and, by extension, may nudge overall student success rates up 

marginally.  The best intentions aside, however, involving any changes in scheduling 

of face-to-face (F2F) classes can entail only minor tweaking, as we have limited room 

availability at the peak hours of student preference.  Moreover, some students' 

schedules shift in midstream, even after a given semester has commenced because of 

their changing employment work schedules and personal needs for care of family 

members, etc.  No degree of fine-tuning will make a perfect schedule.  Even the 

scheduling of more online sections, which may relieve room allocation problems, does 

not alleviate the more substantive problems of academic performance.  Statistics for 

AY 2015/16 and 2016/17, when the number of sections of World and US history 

surveys expanded to several each, show that the persistence and success 

rates for students who have chosen online courses have tended to be lower than for 

their counterparts in F2F sections. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

* b. What improvements (if any) do you notice in your success data?  

N = Enrollment (duplicated headcount): 

History Program: 

2012/13: 4,788 

2016/17: 4, 732 

College: 

2012/13: 126,052 



2016/17: 132,249 

  

Aggregate:  For the History Program, aggregate student success rates have risen from 

2012/13 (62%) through 2015/16 (69%).  In 2016/17, that 69%-rate remained 

constant.  Meanwhile, retention rates, during that same period, have risen from 83% in 

2012/13 to 87% in 2016/17. Thus, for the universe of students enrolled in history 

classes, course completion (retention) improved by 4%, between 2012/13 

and 2016/17, though the percentage of students earning passing (> "C"), course 

grades (success) is stable, since 2015/16, albeit at the highest level during that five-year 

period. (Data points measuring student success just for these two reporting periods, of 

course, cannot signify any trend; follow-up reporting will be essential to determine if the 
student success rate has plateaued.)  

In comparison with the college-wide statistics, for the same reporting years, the student 

success rate for the college as a whole has fluctuated betwen 70% (2012/13) and 

72% (since 2015/16).  Thus, for each year, while the success rate for the History 

program have lagged behind the averages for the college, the gap has narrowed, over time, 

by 4%.  Shifting to the retention criterion, again the History Program retention rate has 

steadily improved by 4%, from 83% (2012/13) to 87% (2016/17), while the college 

inclusively has improved on retention by just 1%, between 2012/13 (86%) and 2015/16 
(87%).  

A survey of statistics for subsets of the student population highlights more complexities that 

are relevant to explaining the overall patterns of student retention and success and in the 

History Program. Commentary here focuses on comparative rates measured by for self-

designated groups, including males and females, and ethnic identity categories--African 

American, Asian/Pacific Islander and Filipino, Latino, and White.  (Excluded are Native 

American Indians, as the low numbers--15 to 23, or < 1% of the enrolled headcount--in 

History Program courses are not statistically significant. Also not addressed here are the 

performances of students, numbering approiximately 400 each each year, who selected the 

category "other" or declined to state.)  The intersection of gender with the ethnic groupings 

in relation to differential rates of retention and success also warrants consideration, as do 

statistics on retention and succcess of students on face-to-face (F2F) and online 

classes.  (Note that all online classes offered in the History Program are fully-online; the 

attempt to offer blended or hybrid mixed online/F2Fclasses failed for low enrollments, in Fall 

Semester 2017, our first such effort.)  Examining only the criteria of gender and ethnicity, 

without addressing the influence of class relations, is problemantic since these three 

basic dimensions of lived experience are intertwined in this society; in the absence 

of information on the role of class dynamics in student performance (which inherently is 

non-quantifiable), assessment of the role of class as a variable remains beyond the scope of 
this discussion. 

Gender: As noted above, the average annual headcount of students enrolled in History 

Program courses has declined by 2% (4,117 to 3,882) in the period between AY 2012/13 

and 2016/17, though the aggregate numbers annually fluctuate significantly.  Meanwhile, 

the college wide average annual student headcount, during that five-year period increased 

by 3%, from a low of 33,884 to a high of 36,769.  In the History Program,  self-identified 

females consistently have been a minority of the student population, averaging 45%, over 5 

years.  From a low of 44% (2013/14), in the last two reporting years, the female 

percentage of the annual headcount rose to 46% and 47% respectively.  Collegewide, by 



contrast, females have been the majority in the annual student headcount over the years, 

averaging 53%.  The offering of our US women history sequence consistently by a popular 

female assistant professor, each semester since Fall Semester 2015, may draw female 

students to take courses in the program, resulting in an upticking of the 

headcount.  Similarly the continued emphasis in the profession on broadening the 

curriculum to include issues of gender and power may attract female students.  Yet, absent 

comprehensive data and and corrorborative narrative evidence, these remarks remain in the 

realm of conjecture.  We have no empirical evidence to support any explanation of the 

contrast between male:female ratios in the History Program annual headcounts compared 
with those of the College's annual headcounts. 

Ethnicity: Patterns of performance--identified here as improvements--or the lack thereof--in 

retention and persistence in the History Program, by students' self-identified ethnic group 

designation, are dicussed here, with the focus on African Americans (5%), Asian Pacific 

Islander Americans (10%), Filiipino Americans (4%), Latinos (32%), and Whites (40%), as 

per given categories.  

(1) African Americans:  

(A) Positives:  In the aggregate: Some minor uptick in Retention Rates, from a low of 

77% (2012/13, 2013/14) to a high of 80% (2015/16).  Record for 2016/17 was 

78%.  Broken down by gender, retention rates for males generally are higher than for 

females by as much as 10% (85% to 75%, in 2015/16).  In the last reporting period, 

however, African American female student retention (79%) surpassed the rate for 
African American males (77%). 

(B) Other measures: Considerable fluctuation in Success Rates and GPA for African 
Americans generally and broken down by gender. No clear trend lines.  

(C) Overall, success measures for African Americans--averaging 5% of the students in 
history classes--were the lowest of the groups treated here. 

(D) Contributing factors to the gap with the overall college averages: 

(1) While African Americans comprise 6.4% of the college's student population, 

they account for only 5% of the History Program's headcount.  The presence of 

few African American students in any single History Program class may reinforce 

feelings of isolation and minority status--sensitivities which may be intensified in 

classes which address the topics of slavery and race-based oppression, leading 

to fears of being singled out.  The majority of African American students at Mesa 

completing the American Institutions requirement complete the requisite 
courses in the Black Studies Department. 

(2) Deficiencies in precollegiate educational preparation.  According to a report 

on the outcomes of the 2016 state reading tests by California's Department of 

Education, "As early as fourth grade, nearly 80 percent of black boys failed to 
meet the state reading standards"  [Calmatters.org, 3 June 2017]. 

(2) Asian/Pacific Islanders: 



(A) Positives:  Compared with the aggregate History Program scores for 2012/13 - 

2016/17, Asian/Pacific Islanders have retention and success rates that deviate from 

the averages by no more than 3%, up or down.  On GPA, the Asian Pacific Islanders 
exceed the program average in each reporting year by as much as 0.18 (2014/15). 

(B) Other measures:  Female success rates up to 11% higher than males (2013/14), 

though the success rate of males exceeeded that of females by 1% for the first 
time in 2016/17. 

(3) Filipinos: 

(A) Positives:  Retention rates closely track those for the aggregate History Program 

scores, 2012/13 - 2016/17.  Success rates for Filipinos fluctuate, from a low of 58% 

(2012/13) that is 4% below the program average for that year, to a high of 75%, 
which exceeds the program average in 2015/16 by 6%. 

(B) Other measures:  GPA for the Filipino students lagged behind the program 
average year-over-year, by as much as 0.25, in 2012/13. 

(C) Success rates for females were slightly higher than for males (between 1 and 4%) 

from 2012/13 through 2014/15.  Both men and women had 75% success rates in 

2015/16.  The differential then widened to 6% in 2016/17. 

(D) Contributing factors:  Unknown.  

(4) Latinos: 

(A) Positives: Retention rates improved from 82% (2013/14) to 87% (2015/16), but 

with year-to-year fluctuations.  Lagged consistently behind History Program retention 

rates by as much as 3%.  Success rates steadily increased from 55% (2012/13) to 

63% (2015/16 and 2016/17).  These rates lagged the History Program's 

overall success rates by as much as 6%.   Female success rates, meanwhile were 1% 
- 3% higher than that of males, except for the year 2013/14, when males led by 2%. 

(B) Other measures: GPA rose consistently from 2.13 (2012/13) to 2.48 (2015/16), 

but then dropped 2.39 in 2016/17.  The annual GPA values trailed those of the History 

Program overall by 0.20 to 0.39.  The differential by gender increased over time, with 

females consistently scoring between 0.02 and 0.13 higher than males. 

(C) Contributing factors: Weak precollegiate education preparation in reading and 

writing.  According to a recent report from The Education Trust-West, "a stark and 

persistent achievement gap between Latino and white students" has led to a 

crisis.  The report found that, "In every county in the state [of California] the majority 

of Latino students are not proficient in English and math."  It oberved that barriers in 

basic skills acquisition have been exacerbated by the facts that, "California's Latino 

students attend some of the country's most segregated schools, lack access to early 

childhood education, [and] are often pushed away from college-prep coursework in 

high school. . ." [New York Times, 8 November 2017]  Thus, while efforts to promote 

equity for Latino students at Mesa are ongoing, the gap to be overcome in 
their enrolling in reading and writing-intensive transfer-level history courses is large.  



(5) Whites: 

(A) Positives: Steady and continuous improvement in performance, between 2012/13 

and 2016/17.  Retention up 3%, from 85 to 88%.  Success rates up 5%, from 68 to 

73%.  GPA up 0.25, from 2.62 to 2.87.  All values exceed the History Program 

aggregate scores. 

(B) Other measures:  Females and males vary little (< 2%) on retention rates. 

Females have higher success rates than males, ranging from 3 - 7%, though success 

rates for each group have risen steadily and consistently exceed the History Program 

aggregage scores.  GPA scores also have risen for both females and males and, in 
both categories, are higher than the History Progrm aggregate scores. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

* c. What barriers or obstacles have you encountered?  

(1) See cell "b"--Improvements in Success Data--above, especially subcategories 1.D and 

4.C.   These remarks address gender and ethnic-based differentials in student performance, 

measured as retention and success rates, and GPA for designated groups, with comparisons 

to the History Program aggregate scores, 2012/13 - 2016/17.  The discussion also 
highlights factors which effectively are barriers to improving student success.  

(2) While Student Services provides counseling, generic tutoring (especially in mechanics of 

composition), and Student Health Services support, History Program faculty do not have 

confidence that our students receive strong subject-matter specific tutoring assistance to 

complement classroom instruction and professor-student consultations.  Arguably, 

the absence of this type of support adversely impacts the most vulnerable of our students--
African Americans and Latinos. 

(3) While trying to expand enrollment so as to secure formula-based growth funding from 

the State of California, the SDCCD promotes online instruction at every opportunity.  This is 

consistent with the state's Online Initiative and the Completion Agenda pushed by 

the Lumina Foundation.  Yet evidence of persistence and student success in classes 



featuring face-to-face (F2F) instruction versus those for online instruction demonstrate that 

F2F classes generally lead to higher rates of engagement and retention and of student 

success than do online classes.  Thomas Bailey, et al. (2015), in Redesigning America's 
Community Colleges (pp. 93-94), observe: 

The availability of fully online coursework is perhaps the most important strategy 

colleges use to help busy students stay committed to academic work in the face of 

work and family demands.  Approximately hlav of community college students take at 

least one fully online course at some point in their college careers . . . There is no 

doubt that the flexibility and convenience of online learning is a boon to nontraditional 

students, allowing them to create a better balance between school and other 
responsibilities. . . . 

The typical community college student, however, performs worse in online courses 

than in face-to-face courses. . . . 

 Although all types of community college students have a degree of difficulty in 

adapting to online learning, some face more challenges than others.  In particular, 

males, younger students, black and Hispanic students, and students with lower levels 

of academic preparation have much more difficulty in in online courses than they do in 

face-to-face courses.  These demographic groups are doubly disadvantaged: they 

already struggle to match their peers' performance in face-to-face classrooms, and 
that performance gap widens in online courses. 

The retention, student success, and G.P.A. statistics for African American and Latino student 

in Mesa College History Program courses confirm this analysis by Bailey et al.  (Data 

provided:  Enrollment = duplicated headcount.)  Some 19% of 219 African Americans in 

History Program classes, during 2015/16, signed up for online classes.  The retention rate of 

83% for these students that year exceeded the rate for African Americans in F2F classes 

(79%), but the success rate (52%) lagged 9% behind that for African Americans in F2F 

sections.  Similarly, these online students earned a GPA of 2.09 versus 2.46 for the African 

American students in F2F sections.  The following year (2016/17), when 67 of 305--32%--

of African American students signed up for online classes, the results were still worse.  The 

retention rate was 69% for online and 82% for F2F, while the success rate of 36% for online 

was far below the 61% rate for F2F classes.  The 1.60 GPA for online trailed that for F2F 
students at 2.20. 

Somewhat lower percentages of Latino students than African American classmates have 

signed up for online classes.  For Latinos, the percentages were 3% in 2014/15, 14% in 

2015/16, and 19% in 2016/17.  For Latino students in online classes, retention rates 

dropped from 83% to 80%, during the three years, while retention rates in F2F classes rose 

from 82% to 86%.  Success rates for Latino students in online classes fell from 70% in 

2014/15 to 57% in 2016/17.  In contrast, Latinos in F2F classes improved their student 

success rates from 60% - 65% during the same interval.  The GPA values were comparable 
in both mediums. 

Given these trends in the Mesa's History Program that are consistent with the findings 

of Bailey et al. based on national data sets, the determination of the SDCCD to push online 

education relentlessly arguably adversely impacts the educational endeavors of our African 
American and Latino students. 



(4) Problems of racial/ethnic conflict, intersecting with class divisions and gender inequality 

affect the quality of lives of all students, which conditions, in turn, influence their 

respective performances as students in the History Program.  A presumption that it is 

possible to separate affairs the external world from a pristine academic environment at the 

college is based on false assumptions.  Therefore, while efforts to advance specific initiatives 

that would, in a limited way, promote equity within Mesa's environment may alleviate some 

aspects of systemic problems confronting substantial numbers of African Americans and 

Latino student populations, the college nevertheless operates in a broader historical 

context now marked by heightened polarization on valuative issues and skewed division of 
wealth and resources which buttresses profound inequity in the United States. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Looking Forward  

* 2. Identify one major area of focus for your program (e.g. integrating adjunct faculty, 
enhancing cultural competency, collaborating with high schools, etc.)  

(1) We continue collegial consultation about optimizing our scheduling of classes. 

(2) We are intentionally interacting formally more frequently than in recent years. 

* 3. In what ways does this focus contribute to the College’s goals of improving student 
success and what shifts have you seen (or do you hope to see) in your program data that 
you would attribute to this focus?  

(1) Within the constraints of classroom availability, careful strategizing on scheduling course 

offerings and class section times will allow us better to meet the needs of working and 

parenting students.  The goal is to further advance our retention rares and, thereby to 
promote higher levels of student success. 

(2) Through more structured interactions, history faculty aim to share ideas and strategies 
for enhancing our teaching of subject-specific matter in ways that will engage students. 



* 4. In what ways does this focus contribute to the College’s goals of reducing equity 
gaps and what shifts have you seen (or do you hope to see) in your equity data that you 
would attribute to this focus?  

(1) Optimalization of our scheduling of classes should make classes accessible to lower-

income students carrying considerable burdens to hold down jobs and/or to fulfill obligations 

around family care needs.  When schedules assure ease of access, we anticipate improved 

retention and success rates, though we do not have illusions that external pressures will be 
mitigated by our efforts. 

(2) Our commitment as faculty to exchanging ideas and strategies related to our teaching 

courses in the History Program entails addressing issues of equity in society and promotes 

our examining our practices so as to improve the success rates of all students.  

* 5. What other trends or patterns do you notice in the data that warrant further 
exploration?  
No additional remarks.  


